Abstract. This paper evaluates the influence of radial grooves in the eccentrically deposited annulus using by mathematical modeling of fluid flow through each grooves. The inner cylinder (rotor) is eccentrically deposited and its movement is composed of two movements (rotation and precession). The outer cylinder is stationary and has radial grooves. In the first phase is defined a mathematical model of the flow, which is then applied to the 3D model of narrow gap with radial grooves. In this paper are present several variants of the computational domain with regard to the number of radial grooves. Based on the results of numerical simulations are evaluated basic variables such as pressure and velocity. There are also evaluated radial force (F r ) and axial force (F a ) acting on the rotor for different boundary conditions (different speeds of rotation and precession). Subsequently, the pressure gradients (Δp) are evaluated between the radial grooves for different computational domain. Results are compared to variant of narrow gap without radial grooves. Numerical simulation is realized in the program system ANSYS Fluent.
Introduction
Hydrodynamic machines consist of a system of hydrodynamic elements, for example bearings, impellers, seals and sealing gaps that include narrow gaps where the flow losses are occurred [1] . The aim of this paper is the solution flow in the narrow gap representing the sealing gap with radial grooves. The fluid flow of the sealing gap is solved numerically through CFD analysis by software ANSYS Fluent. In this study, a small gap is represented by annular, when the inner cylinder (rotor) is eccentrically deposited within the outer cylinder (stator). Rotor carried rotational movement around its own axis and processional movement in a circle. The first phase was defined mathematical model of flow in the narrow gap as a system of partial differential equations (continuity equation and Navier-Stokes equations) for laminar flow of a real fluid. Rotation and precession of the rotor was defined using user-defined functions and implemented into a mathematical model. The final mathematical model was then applied to the 3D model annular gap with radial grooves. For solution of the compiled mathematical model was used ANSYS Fluent software program. Numerical simulations were solved different variations for different angular velocity of rotation and precession of the rotor in geometry with four radial grooves. Basic dimensions of the narrow gaps are shown in Figure 1 . The arrangement and dimensions of radial grooves in longitudinal section are illustrated in Figure 2 . From Figure 2 it is also evident inlet of fluid into the computational domain. 5  5  15  15  15  15  15  3  3  3  3   5  3  3 The final 3D model of the computational domain with shown inlet and radial grooves is shown in the Figure 3 . The outlet of fluid is on the opposite side as the fluid inlet. Then the fluid enters into the inlet pocket, then passes through a narrow gap in the first radial groove and once again through narrow gap to the next radial groove until the outlet pockets, when leaves the computational domain. 
Computational grid, definition of the mathematical model of flow and boundary conditions
The creation of 3D geometry of the computational domain was used DesignModeler software, which is part of the software ANSYS Fluent14.0. The final 3D model is illustrated in Figure 3 . With regard to the rotation Ȧ and precession ȍ movement of the inner cylinder ( Figure  4 , Figure 1 ) is problem of defining the movement more difficult. Detailed description defining the movement is in [2] . Thus, it is necessary to consider changing the grid at each iteration step. Therefore it was selected from various alternatives from slipping grid where each of cylinder was surrounded by a layer of cells moving with and between these layers were formed annulus, which deforms see Figure 4 . The follow definition of problem movement areas when defining the mathematical model it was necessary to create 3D geometry as a set of three elements (cylinders), as marked in Figure 4 (the inner cylinder, deforming the annulus and the outer cylinder). Each area was then appropriately gridding with the corresponding number of cells along the height in the each area with function of the "Sweep" (sweeping surface mesh into space with a defined step). The total number of elements in the computing grid is 1 068 750. View at the surface grid of the inner cylinder (rotor) is showed in Figure 5 .
Figure 5. Computational grid on the surface of the rotor and in radial grooves
Detail view of computing grid in different areas including radial groove is shown in Figure 6 . In the each area (the inner cylinder, deforming the annulus and the outer cylinder) are generated five layers of computing grid over the height, as shown in Figure 6 . The radial grooves contained 20 layers of elements along the height. Flowing medium is water, which is defined by a constant value of the density ȡ = 1000 kg m -3 and a kinematic viscosity Ȟ = 10 -6 m 2 s -1 , thus defined incompressible flow.
Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions are defined at the inlet to the computational domain, the outlet from the domain and on the inner cylinder. The inlet and outlet boundary conditions are type of pressure. The numerical calculation was an evaluation of the radial force F r and tangential force F t acting on the rotor in relation to time or rotating rotor. The next stage was evaluated pressure drop across the radial grooves for the various parameters of rotation and precession. To evaluate the radial and tangential forces acting on the rotor in the ANSYS Fluent14.0 first evaluated the force components F x and F y (force components in the coordinate system x and y axis). Subsequently, based on the conversion relationships can be determined by forces F r , F t acting on the rotor. The conversion relationships are defined in [2] .
Evaluation of numerical simulation of 3D model of the flow in the narrow gap with radial grooves

Evaluation of forces F r a F t acting on the rotor
First, for each variant boundary conditions (rotation and precession), see Table 1 were evaluated courses of forces F x and F y for two rotor speeds with the frequency of rotation of the rotor corresponding to the time step ǻt=0.0001s. Samples evaluated course of the forces F x and F y depending on the rotation for variant with a constant rotation of the rotor ω = 62.8319 rad ͼ s -1 and different speeds of precession ȍ are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 . Figure 10 ). In the same method were evaluated the courses of F x , F y , F r and F t for all combinations of rotation ω and precession Ω of rotor, which are specified in the boundary conditions. Subsequently from the graphic dependence were evaluated the mean values of radial and tangential force F r and F t . were determined polynomial regression dependencies: 
In Table 2 
Conclusion
The article defines the problem of mathematical modeling of fluid flow in the narrow gap with radial grooves between the two cylinders, when the inner cylinder is eccentrically deposited and held simultaneously rotating and precessing circular motion. In the first phase by numerical simulations are evaluated radial and tangential forces (F r and F t ) acting on the inner rotor. In the next phase the pressure drops ȴp i is evaluated at each radial grooves. Thus defined approaches to solution of the flow in the narrow gap with consideration of motion can be applied in many engineering. The advantage of the mathematical modeling in software ANSYS Fluent is that a simple modification of geometry, in this case, for example, size or shape of the radial grooves can evaluate how it will affect the size of the pressure drop and the size of the forces, and thereby optimize the shape of the grooves. Other applications, which can be used as follows defined methodology as in the case of hydrostatic lubrication of bearings, flow modeling sealing gaps pumps or turbines and in many other technical applications.
